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Berg’s plan rapped at hearing
'i

An overall negative reaction was evident
when the Board of Trustees held its public
hearing concerning Dr. Rodney Berg’s
reorganization plan late Wednesday af¬
ternoon and early morning.
The hearing was called to hear opinions

about Berg’s proposed reorganization of
the college.
Four organizations and three individuals
presented their views. The organizations
were: the Faculty Senate, Student
Government, the Alpha community and

Harshest criticism of the Berg reorganization plan came from the
DuPage Federation of Teachers. Members at the hearing are, left to
right, Alan Lanning, Jack Harkins, Pete Russo and Marion Reis _
Photo by Scott Salter

Senate morale low;
rejection votes dominate
By Gary Swanson
Morale in Student Government appears
o have hit an all-time low if actions at
Tuesday’s Senate meeting is any in¬
dication.
Psi Sen. Tim McNulty, who resigned as
:hairman of the senate Elections Comnittee with the understanding that he
vould be appointed head of the Student
Sovernment Department of Research,
(vas rejected for that post by the Senate,
leaving Student Government not only
without a research department head, but
also without an Elections Committee
Chairman. Election day is only a month
ind a half away.
After the vote in his appointment was
aken, Sen. McNulty indicated to the
ienate that the Senate would be “stuck
rith him again.”
In another action, Sen. Russ Prince of
lappa College was narrowly appointed as
rinance Committee chairman, by a close
'ote, filling a vacancy left by the
esignation of Chuck Cenkner. His
election would have also been turned

These wide open spaces in the J
%ldg. parking lots were virtually
mtouched during prime class
times on Tuesday. Meanwhile,
icross Lambert Road, the race was
in for any space large enough to
''old a car. —Photo by Scott
Salter

down had it not been for a proxy vote left
by Sen. Rick Powers.
If Prince’s appointment had been
rejected by the Senate, it would have left
itself without a Finance Committee
chairman for the student activity budget
preparation proceedings, as VicePresident Christine Fraser emphatically
told the Senate shortly before Powers’
proxy vote was discovered.
As the meeting closed, Student Body
President Dave Starrett passed out to the
Senate a rough draft of a questionnaire
dealing with the use of Food Service in K
Bldg, by A Bldg, students and faculty.

Starrett caught
doing donuts;
gets warning
CD Student Government President Dave
Starrett was driving in circles the other
day but that doesn’t mean that he was lost.
Starrett and a friend of his from
Barrington, not a CD student, were “doing
donuts” in the K-2 parking lot on March 22.
“Donuts” is the practice of driving in
circles as a game, a practice disapproved
of by the CD campus police. The officer on
the scene expressed his disapproval of
“donuts” by giving Starrett and his friend
a verbal warning.

the CD Federation of Teachers. All ex¬
pressed varying degrees of opposition to
Berg’s plan.
Individual speakers were: Maurice
Kraines, history instructor, Ed Giermak,
management instructor, and Herb
Salberg, P.E. instructor.
Part of Berg’s proposal called for Alpha
college to become an alternative learning
unit, no longer functioning by itself, but
combined with the DLL and LRC. After
Jim Hobbs, a student representing Alpha,
spoke, however, at least three trustees
expressed support for Alpha’s con¬
tinuation as a separate college.
Eugene Bailey, Collin Taecker and
student representative Peter Spevacek
praised the Alpha presentation and stated
that they supported Alpha.
The harshest criticism came from the
College of DuPage Federation of
Teachers, who admitted that their four
speakers represented a small group of CD
instructors. Pete Russo, Spanish in¬
structor; Alan Lanning, psychology in¬
structor; Gus Reis, English instructor,
and Jack Harkins, sociology instructor,
spoke of Berg’s “arrogant” and “ar¬
bitrary” methods of running the college.
Dave Starrett, Student Body President,
said, “We have repeatedly asserted our
disappointment and dismay with our not
having been consulted in its (Berg’s plan)
design stages.”
Kraines led off the speakers at 4 p.m.,
approaching the board on his own personal
behalf.
“My opinion is that the board should be
slow to intervene with the administrative
structuring of the president,” Kraines
said. “If Berg wants a new system of
communication — that’s fine. It is none of
my concern.
“As a member of the faculty, I want only
three things: students, classrooms, and
adequate compensation. What the ad¬
ministration does is none of my business,”
he continued.

“As an attorney, I always thought I
could run my own case. If I couldn’t, I’d
want out. You hire Dr. Berg, and you let
him work the problems out. I would like to
see Dr. Berg do this without board in¬
tervention.”
Kraines did believe, however, that each
individual
discipline
should
be
geographically located and associated
with a small college. He stated that a
structure should be set up where teachers
can react intellectually within their
teaching area.
Next in line to appraoch the board were
representatives from the Faculty Senate.
Chuck Erickson, chairman of the Senate,
began their appeal by saying, “The
Faculty Senate had a difficult time
deciding whether to respond to Berg’s
proposal or not. Our first reaction was no
response. We did not want another exer¬
cise in futility. But because you have held
this hearing, we were encouraged and
drew up a response.”
Erickson presented five areas in which
the faculty had difficulty with. The first
Please turn to Page 3
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184 parking tickets
greet first day in ‘A’
By Robert Gregory
Campus police tagged 184 illegally
parked cars in the five A Bldg, parking lots
on Monday, March 24, the first day of the
spring quarter, between 10 a.m. and 10:30
a.m.
A police survey revealed that, at the
same time, there was room for “about 250
cars” in the gravel lots adjacent to A Bldg.
Also, at the same time, there were only
“five or six” cars parked in the M building
lot.
Chief Campus Police officer Elmer
Rosin said that warning tickets were
issued to all of the illegally parked vehicles
and added that cars parked on the grass, in
fire lanes and even in the mud. Two cars
became so mired that they had to be towed
out.

Parking difficulties had been expected
because the first day of the spring quarter
also marked the opening day for the third
floor of A Bldg., but Rosin admitted that
the situation was “worse than I had an¬
ticipated.”
He attributed the debacle to the rainy
weather and said that people had called
him, saying they refused to park in the
gravel lots.
The picture improved somewhat the
following day with the return of good
weather. Although no statistical survey
was taken, Rosin stated that “the situation
was a lot better” and that there were “a lot
fewer violators” of parking regulations.
Meanwhile, the eastern half of K Bldg,
parking lots was virtually empty.
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Graduating
this year...

Consider the business of business.banking.
From the smallest merchandise cart to the largest
corporation, banking is the meeting ground of business. It's an
exciting, changing world; and you can make the most of it in
a banking career with the Harris Bank.
We have a lot to offer to the new graduate: opportunities
aimed at making the most of your talents ... one of the most
outstanding training programs in the field ... and a wide
variety of areas in which to start your career. If you have
typing, secretarial skills, data processing training, accounting
and bookkeeping courses, or any business-related interest, talk
with us. Call the Personnel Dept, at 461-2121.

Hubert is READY
to TALK BUSINESS J
HARRIS
BANK

New machines for taping and playing recorded music
were installed this week in J133, the new radio station,
which aims to go on the air by May 1. Engineers plan a
test broadcast this week.

Purse snatched at A Bldg.
A purse-snatching was reported
near A Bldg, one night during
finals week of winter quarter.
CD student Robin Webber was
robbed near the second floor en¬
trance as she entered A Bldg, for
evening classes on March 14.
Although her purse was found
outside the building shortly after
the incident, her driver’s license,
social security card and credit

WANTED

Harris Trust & Savings Bank, 111 W, Monroa St. / Chicago. IL 60690
Member FDIA Federal Reserve System

Mortgage typist,
Full time with a variety of duties
First Financial Savings and Loan Assoc.
Ask for Miss Rooney 968-3900

cards had been taken. She was
carrying no money at the time.
Ms. Webber told Campus police
that she was accosted by two men,
one of whom grabbed her arm and
demanded her purse. She said he
“looked like he was about to hit
her” so she gave up her thoughts of
resistance and surrendered her
purse.
Darkness prevented Ms. Webber
from giving a detailed description
of the thieves.
Campus police reported the
incident to the Glen Ellyn Police
Department.

GNATS
GNEW SERVICE
[

.

, _

You’ll Save Time
You won’t have to waste time searching for a parking place.

You’ll Save Money
Only 35‘ one-way trip.
THAT’S $3.50 PER WEEK!!!

rbis!17SS the 7 .21 train, (check the schedule lor the exact time, a. the Naperville station.

z

rCb^
classes.

Thc s~nd bus a,ri,cs at cod at 8;3°am -,ime ,or 8:30 a-m and 9 a m

We now offer afternoon service from COD to Naperville.
from A Bldg.

1 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m

FffffP the Bookstore

1:05 p.m.
2:05 p.m.
3:05 p.m.

GNATS Greater Naperville Area Transprtation System
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Dime cup
is gone
forever
»

:
'
[
r
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By Nancy Jenkins
If you’ve been in the Campus
Center for coffee lately, you know
the price has gone up.
A small cup of coffee, originally
at the bargain price of 10 cents is
now 15 cents and the large cup is 30
cents. But Jeff Spiroff, director of
food services, points out that C / D
still has the lowest priced cup of
coffee of area community colleges.
Spiroff attributes the low price to
the policy of no profit making for
the food and coffee. The price only
covers the cost of food and labor.
Spiroff also saved money by
buying coffee in bulk in September,
usually to last at least through
Christmas. He had to buy coffee at
the increased price and therefore
had to raise his prices. The 5-cent
raise covers the food and labor
costs as well as the cost of the cups,
cream, and sweetener.
If coffee prices continue to rise,
Spiroff may have problems again
in the summer, but he, as well as
most coffee buyers, are hoping the
price will decrease.

Ballet finds
stage set-up
very cramped
The cramped conditions in the
Convocation Center tested the
ngenuity of the members of the
Hartford Ballet Company in their
lerformance here Tuesday night.
Michael Uthoff, artistic director
or the company, commented that
nany of the ballet’s dances had to
lave a certain amount of imirovisation because of the stage.
He added that it was a shame that
the college didn’t have better
conditions for such productions.
The Hartford, Conn., based
;roup of 16 performed conemporary ballet to the music of
lustav Mahler, Ludwig van
Beethoven and others.
The group’s performance here is
lart of a 22-week tour covering 45
lities in seven states and Canada,
i In a normal non-performing
Keek for the ballet, Uthoff
istimated that 50 hours are spent
n tight rehearsal. A minimum of
our hours of rehearsal takes place
lefore each performance.

MICHAELUTHOFF

POLE FELLED
“Light poles on the CD Campus,
beware!”
Several light poles on campus
have been damaged this year, and
3ne in the A-2 Lot was kayoed last
Week after a student-driven car
hashed into it. The incident took
'lace on March 25 at 6:15 p.m.,
"'ben the student driving the
'ehicle looked down at a paper on
ler seat.

FLIP'S
FREE Beverage Coupon with a Beef
or Sausage Sandwich. Good ’till April 1 5.
Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-l0 p.m.
Weekends 1 1 a.m.-l 2 p.m.
340 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn 1 Block East of Lambert

Immediate Opening

They re on the way to the nationals in forensic com¬
petition! From left to right: John Hutson, Kevin Murnane,
Dave Pastore, Paula Trtol, Chris Hayden, Sue Meader,
Gordon Boos, Cindy Parpart, Carol Douglas, and Patty
Denando.

Part-time ride Hosts and Hostesses
Old Chicago Amusement Park
Must be available evenings and weekends
Must apply in person and be 1 8 yrs.
or older
Old Chicago Personnel
8:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
155 and Bolingbrook Rd.

Bolingbrook

It’s on to the nationals
for CD speech team
The CD Forensics team won the Regional Tournament held at
Highland Junior College in Freeport on March 18-19 by an over¬
whelming 114 points, with Parkland Junior College taking second
place with a meager 39 points.
According to team director Jim Collie, the regionals were very good
preparation for the nationals, since many of the events were much
tougher than the ones at State.
The team placed first in every individual event but one, and picked
up a number of seconds, thirds, and fourths in many of the events.
Collecting firsts for CD were Kevin Murnane in the individual
sweepstakes; Dave Pastore and John Hutson, duet acting; Gordon
Boos, after dinner; Patty Denando, persuasion; Kevin Murnane,
impromptu; Patty Denando, rhetorical analysis; and Kevin Murnane,
extemporaneous.
The team will leave for the nationals, to be held in Washington, D.C.,
April 5-13, and Collie is very optimistic.
“I can’t make predictions,” he said, “but if any CD Forensics team
could make a big splash at Nationals — this one can.”

Alpha comes on strong
at Berg plan hearing
Continued from Page 1
dealt with the content and met¬
hod used in Berg’s response.
A second area was labeled
“perception vs. reality.”
“The Senate is concerned that
many problems are not perceived
as problems,” said Erickson.
A third concern was the concept
of control. Erickson pointed out
that the Senate did not want to
interfere with the administrative
role, but they were concerned that
control seemed to rest with one
person.
Last was the morale problem.
“Low faculty morale stems from
lack of participation and lack of
decision-making with many ad¬
ministrators.”
The three main areas of concern
were the abolishing of Alpha
College, staff development, and the
way Berg’s plan is to be im¬
plemented.
“From all indications ... the
learning community — as Alpha
students now revere it — will soon
be a thing of the past,” said
Starrett. “To attempt to in¬
stitutionally confine Alpha or to
institutionalize it as a staff
development tool would be to
distort its proper purpose.”
Starrett added, “In general, we
feel that there is yet much work to
be done on the proposed plan •”
Presented by Hobbs, Alpha’s
position was summed up in five
points: 1) Alpha feels a need for
change in the educational process.
2) Spreading Alpha out would
remove the center of operations
needed to effect this change at CD.
3) Alpha feels it must retain its
self-identity. 4) The students in
Alpha require a strong learning
community in which to continue its
type of education. 5) Alpha agrees

with the plan to put the DLL and
other learning centers together
with Alpha.
Hobbs emphasized the need for
the academic freedom which
Alpha provides. Students who are
not satisfied with traditional
learning processes are provided
with the atmosphere they are
looking for. Also, a permanent
faculty gives the Alpha concept a
sturdy base to work from.
Hobbs said, “Don’t let the
identity of alternative learning be
lost in the matrix of planning and
development.”
Board Chairman Ronald Miller
asked if the Alpha students felt that
Extension college should be a part
of the alternative learning concept.
Hobbs replied that alternative
learning was for developing new
concepts in learning, while
Extension was designed to provide
a service to the community by
bringing
already
existing
programs.
Reis, of the Federation of
Teachers, made reference to
Berg’s military service and
suggested that he ran the college
the same way as he would com¬
mand an army.
“Dr. Berg sees himself as a
general of the army, the board of
trustees as a kind of Congress, his
administrative staff, which in¬
creases every year is an officer’s
corps, the teachers are non-coms,
and students are a lowly bunch of
troops.”
The Federation expressed
“indignation” over Berg’s “dic¬
tatorial style of governance”, and
told the Board that “it is in¬
cumbent upon you to do something
about the way this college is ad¬
ministered.”

eatingVdrinki NG^DAN Cl N G
Tuesday Concert Nite/75' Drinks 8-10 p.m.
April 5

April 12

April 19

April 26

Rv
Specials
Daily: Cocktail Hours, 2 for 1 - 3-7 p.m.
Sun.: All Drinks Free 9-10 p.m.
Mon.: All Drinks 25' All Night
Tues.: Concert Night 75' Drinks 8-10 p.m.
Wed.: All Drinks 50' 8-10 p.m. No Cover For Ladies
Thurs.: 2 for 1 Drinks 8-10 p.m. Disco Dance Lessons 9-11 p.m.

963-0088
1732 West Ogden Avenue

Downers Grove

Spring is here and so are
the '77 Yamahas.

When

you know how

they're built, you'll buy a

YAMAHA.
XS 750-2D

75's-76's Reduced for Clearance.

Spring Lay-a-Way!
Financing Available!
See Them At-

'IUjest
MOTORCYCLES

YAMAHA

321 ROOSEVELT RD
GLEN ELLYN. ILL

SNOWMOBILES
469-4191
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Our "tornado-proof' campus
For those students who may have been
somewhat worried about the tornado in the
near vicinity Monday, I have some good
news along with some bad.
The good news is that, according to
Elmer Rosin, head of CD security,
buildings J, K, M, and A are considered
tornado and storm proof. So if the occasion
ever occurred that a tornado just hap¬
pened to hit the CD area, it is “considered”
that our buildings will not be blown off the
face of the earth.
The problem is, we will never know if
these buildings can stand up to the wind
until it actually happens. And it ‘came
awfully close last Monday.
The bad news is that if a tornado should
actually be in the area, CD students and
teachers in classes have no real way of
knowing about it.
According to Rosin, the only way a
warning can be given to students in classes
is by “word of mouth.” Nowhere on
campus does there exist a public address
system.
Security does, however, monitor the

emergency broadcast system in their
office, and in case an emergency should
exist, would notify the switchboard, the
child care, the band room, the bookstore,
and the gym. These people would be
moved into the K Bldg., which is “con¬
sidered” tornado proof. There is no
system, though, in which classrooms can
be contacted.
According to the student handbook,
when a tornado or storm is approaching,
students and faculty are to move to the
inner halls. This seems safe, except that
there is no warning system available to tell
them when to do this.
Because of this, I would like to suggest
two remedies to the situation. Classes
could be turned around in the classrooms
so as to face the windows. This way
students could continually be on the
lookout for a tornado. Another suggestion
is for students to ask the instructor if they
could just meet out in the hall.
If this fails, maybe the school could
devise some sort of warning and signal
system — aside from word of mouth.
v
—Wayne Shoop

SG elections a joke?
Once again Student Government has
firmly implanted its foot into its mouth.
A number of months ago Omega senator
Russ Gurleve and Alpha senator Jim
Hobbs sponsored a resolution calling for
the stoppage of the release of Student
Directory information without the
student’s permission.
The resolution also called for the stop¬
page of releasing this information to ap¬
proved college affiliates. That includes the
alumni association, clubs, and Student
Government itself.
Now this sounds all fine and noble of
Student Government. There they are, out
there fighting for our rights. They do not
want anyone to have any directory in¬
formation which could be found as easily,
in most cases, as in a phone book.
However, in SB 115, the Uniform

Election Code, the use of directory in¬
formation, obtained from the various
printouts that Student Government has
raised a protest against, is called for tq
varify the status of students when they
register to vote on student elections.
I wonder what Student Government and
its elections committee is going to do now.
It has an elaborate election code which
includes paid poll workers, recounts, and
other various goodies.
Is the whole process going to become a
joke as last year? I also wonder who is
going to become election committee
chairman with senator McNulty’s
resignation?
We will soon find out. I’m afraid.
— Chuck Cenkner
Former Extension senator

Scott’s Shots

R.I.P. Food Services?
When the administration determined
that Alpha College was not necessary for
life as we know it to go on at CD, it was
proposed that Alpha be eliminated.
When the administration determined
that Extension College was not necessary
for life as we know it to go on at CD, it was
proposed that Extension be eliminated.
With the vast, vast majority of students
going to classes exclusively in A Bldg., no
one can see the need for a fully func¬
tioning, staffed-to-the-hilt food service
operation to continue in K Bldg., where
almost nobody uses it.
Yet, food service is remaining open the
exact same number of hours to serve only
a minute fraction of the people.
A discrepancy is duly noted.
At noon on Tuesday, there were ap¬
proximately twenty diners in the Campus
Center, as opposed to the couple of hun¬
dred that used to fill the place just three
short weeks ago. Most of the patrons in the
Center were college employees whose
offices are in K Bldg.
It makes no sense at all to have food
service operating at standing-room-only
efficiency when they’re playing to a nearly
empty house. To those who work in K Bldg.
(Registration,
Information,
Records,
Rodney Berg) it is quite convenient. To
everyone else it is a pain in the neck.
Of course there are vending machines in
A Bldg., and reportedly they are very

If a student has very little time between
classes, he or she has only one means of
getting over to K from A, to wit—driving!
Now, how many students, or faculty for
that matter, are going to hop in their cars,
abandon their parking spaces, drive
across Lambert Rd., find another space
and repeat the whole process half an hour
later just for the privilege of bolting down
what CD laughingly refers to as food?
If our hungry pigeon does leave his
parking space, never to be seen again,
chances are he will go down to McDonald’s
or another emporium instead of putting his
stomach in Food Service’s hands.
No matter how you look at it, if a total
move of food service over to the new
campus is not possible, then the operations
should be scaled down so as not to waste
money, and / or space.
—Tom Ryan

The new third floor
Spring quarter is here and with it comes
the grand opening of A Bldg.'s third floor.
Hie clean, shiny new addition brought with
it some student problems.
Lounge furniture is nowhere in sight and
the machines have already started to
plunder students by keeping the change
and leaving the customer with nothing.
And for those of you who haven’t had the
experience, the signs on the washrooms
are attached to the walls with Scotch tape.
We’re only waiting for some wise guy to
change the signs around.
This is only in the building. I think
enough has been said on the deplorable
conditions of the west parking lots and the
crowded situations. But if things couldn’t
be worse, Monday brought with it an ex¬
treme amount of rain. Cars, especially the
small ones, could be seen wallowing in the
mud like pigs on the first day of spring.
The narrower halls are also a new ad¬
dition to the building. This helps to make
some of those cramped rooms a little
bigger.
Along with the narrower halls, smaller
exists have been installed at the top of the
stair cases. This adds to some of the traffic
congestion in the halls during peak periods
of the day.

“There really
Even though the CD administration claims there is no parking
problem, per se, It was discovered that officials have prepared a new
model for campus parking. The plan will be put in action as soon as
the bugs can be worked out and will provide triple the current amount
of parking spaces.

valuable. I know this to be true, as the last
sandwich I bought in an A Bldg, vending
machine had Andrew Jackson’s autograph
on it. I thought the bread looked a little
strange until I found out that the sandwich
had been made before the invention of
yeast, but I wanna tell ya...
Even if we wanted to get something from
an A Bldg, machine, we had better not
want anything to drink. Two days after
they began operating, both coke machines
on the third floor were out of order.

But even with all these problems, many
students have most or all of their classes in
A Bldg. There is a great deal of con¬
venience. No matter what the weather is,
it’s fairly easy to get from one class to
another (if you can stand the heat in the
building), and the surroundings are much
nicer in A than in J, K, or M Bldgs.
When I asked one student what he
thought of the new addition to A, he
shrugged his shoulders and calmly stated,
“When you’ve seen one floor, you’ve seen
them all.”
— Larry Smith,

Good luck!
The Courier has two new additions to its
editorial staff for Spring quarter.
Tom Ryan, former sports editor, has
been appointed as managing editor. Tom
will be replacing Gerry Bliss, who
graduated last quarter.
Jolene Westendorf is replacing Tom as
our new sports editor. Jolene is also an old
hand, as she has been reporting for the
Courier since the start of the year.
We welcome these new additions, and
bid them luck( ?) in their new positions.

no parking problem, per se.’
—TedZuck
Director, Campus Services

The Courier repli

.ith a hearty "Oh, really?"
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Horticultural program blossoms
By Lou Strobhar
“From a tiny acorn, the mighty
oak does grow,” could well be the
motto of CD’s Ornamental Hor¬
ticulture program, for the land¬
scaping future of the campus lies
sprouting in those two plastic
bubbles behind the Book Store.
Two
or
three
similar
greenhouses will be constructed by
kail, due to the self-sufficient and
initiative efforts of Robert Huntley, head of the program, who is
constructing them at a fraction of
pheir original cost.
Huntley has agreed with the
pdministration to oversee the
Execution of the original campus
landscaping plans, which he will
Develop and maintain as part of the
Horticulture program. And those
hothouses will be bursting with the
fruits of the labor of CD’s hor¬
ticulture students.
“I believe in transferring
Knowledge through doing,” says
Huntley, and he and his students
pave been industriously collecting
feeds and germinating some 15,000

saplings, representing 40 different
species, as the beginnings of a 20acre tree nursery.
Huntley estimates that the first
big thrust of the landscaping
materials should be planted within
four to five years, but of course will
not be completed until the last
building is constructed.
When asked about the land¬
scaping challenge presented by A
Bldg., Huntley beamed and said,
“This whole campus is a
challenge!”
And that seems to suit him just
fine, as he enthusiastically tackles
not only the campus landscaping,
but the coordination and growth of
CD’s Ornamental Horticulture
program. From a modest begin¬
ning in 1970, with one course and 19
students, the program has
blossomed
under
Huntley’s
direction since 1975.
At that time, construction had
just been completed on the two
main greenhouses, and Huntley
had a total of 30 students in two
classes. He now has one full-time

Bob Huntley, coordinator of the CD ornamental hor•ulture program, has his sights set on more than just
°Pagating house plants. He is in charge of the land¬
aping program for the college and plans to use trees
P shrubs which have been started in his greenhouses.

and two part-time assistants, a
spring enrollment of 183 in nine
courses, and teaches a year-round
program which is well on its way to
becoming self-supporting.
Currently, all class materials
are supplied by the college, and the
end products remain CD property.
But as adviser to the Horticulture
Club, Huntley has successfully
converted those products into
profits through the Club’s annual
plant sales.
Referring to earlier sales of $500
to $1,000, Huntley said, “We were
just getting started then, and they
were small sales. In spring, we’re
looking for $5,000 to $10,000 — and
then there’ll be a summer sale
which will include produce from
the vegetable and gardening
classes.”
He predicts that sales could
eventually top $20,000, and en¬
visions being able to use those
profits to purchase heavy land¬
scaping equipment, which the
college will need to maintain its
landscaping.
Huntley said that recently his
students supplied in one week’s
time what would have amounted to
$800 worth of floral pieces for
campus activity (centerpieces and
corsages). There are many
requests for plants for office use,
which are also grown and main¬
tained by his students, as part of
their learning experience.
Huntley comes from a farming
background and believes in the
virtues of hard work and “doing
with what you’ve got.” He usually
puts in an average day of about 16
hours. His greenhouses are open
for students from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
and are hardly ever empty.
“I intend for my students to get
involved, and work hard. I see no
limit to the program, and my goal
is to have the best of its kind in the
state. The better the program, the
more demand for my product —
which is my student,” he said.
The difference between Hunt¬
ley’s program and others in the
state is that instead of stressing the
broader aspects of agriculture, he
is teaching urban people how to
earn a living from horticulture.
“It’s like an intensified type of
farming. Instead of dealing with
hundreds of acres, we’re working
with small plots,” Huntley said.
“The object for the students is to
learn to grow plants, and make
themselves employable. We’re
producing dedicated workers for
the field of horticulture. This
training can take a student into
part-time work at $2 per hour, if
that’s what he wants, or lead to a
$25,000-a-year job. There really is a
wide range of work, depending on
the student’s skill and ability,” he
added.

The horticultural complex, more commonly known as
the CD greenhouses, seems to grow with each passing
season. At present, five structures on the west end of the
campus house the work of the horticulture department.

Plants require constant care during all stages of
growth. Here, student Linda Biley waters seedlings.

Photos by Scott Salter

Easter lilies are budded and ready to burst into bloom
in the CD greenhouses.
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Roving Reporters

Do you favor a beer and wine policy on campus?

MARKMASA
‘Yeah, I guess it’s okay. I don’t
know if it would be good, but I’d
like it. It should be kept in the
lounges or cafeterias, though.”

KATHY MURRIN
“I don’t think so. Why do people
have to drink in the middle of the
day? If people really wanted to
drink, couldn’t they leave the
campus?”

JOHN CHURCH
“I wouldn’t favor it unless I knew
more about how it would be con¬
trolled. I have nothing against beer
or wine, but not really on a school
campus.”

By Luke Buff enmyer and Maureen Murrin

Chess Club

Woodridge Bike Shoppe

Any interested players for the
Chess Club are to contact John
Marconnetor Fred Hombach at
960-2822 for further info.
There is an opportunity for
CICL League play.

JAN PETERSON
LIONEL HART
“I don’t really think they should
“Personally, I don’t drink. It
because some people can’t handle could be exploited easily. Some
it, and would wind up drunk. I don’t people would always jeopardize it
think it has any place in school.”
for all the other people. It would be
a good way for the school to make
money but it would give the school
a bad image.”

Work World

Viscount GPM Bicycle
24 lbs. 13 oz.

Herb Rinehart

Reg.: $210.00

Now: $159.95
While Supplies Last
75th & Janes Ave.
Woodridge. Ill.

964-5090

675 West North Avenue
Elmhurst. Illinois

NOSTALGIA NIGHT NOTICE
Every Sunday
April 3-24
9;30 p.m.-l 2:30 a.m.

TONIQRUGERO
of WFYR Fame
is the host for
the Pony-Twist-Bop-Stroll
and your favorite Disco Dance
Party Dames
Tony Ragero

Give-aways

In many cases in order to get an to the job hunter. We find out
interview for a good entry level exactly what jobs are being offered
position, the following steps are so there is no guessing game on the
often required:
part of the jobhunter.
1. Identify an employer with
We get the employment in¬
available job (which is not an easy terviewer’s name so the job hunter
task)
can greet him or her by name. We
2. Develop a resume and a cover request that the employer forward
letter.
some company literature so the job
3. Find out to whom the resume hunter can do his homework before
should be sent
the employment interview.
4. Send the resume
Lastly we provide a sign-up sheet
5. Hope . . . they decide to send which only needs to be signed by
you an application
you in order to get an interview.
6. If yes, fill out the application
Not only do you avoid the sevenand send it back
day headache by signing up for on7. Hope ... they call you in for an campus interviews, but you are
interview
also supplied with the other
Sound difficult? We have an easy valuable information.
solution to the seven step
Make job hunting easier on
headache. Early in the summer the yourself, use the Career Planning
Career Planning and Placement and Placement Office and sign up
Office invites a large number of for campus interviews. You can
employers throughout the greater find out who is coming — when,
DuPage county area to participate and for what — by looking in the
in our campus recruiting program.
Courier, Job Qpp Bulletin or in the
Employers who project up¬ Career Planning and Placement
coming openings are instructed to Office, ^123.
contact the Career Planning and
Placement Office. We then
APRIL 1 DANCE
arrange for a mutually acceptable
The April Fool’s Day benefit
time and date. These times and dance at 8:15 p.m. Friday will help
dates are always arranged for send the Swing Singers and the
days when school is in session with Chamber Singers to the British
the
hours
being
arranged Isles in August.
somewhere between 8:30to5 p.m.
Tickets are available at the
Besides arranging the time and Campus Center Box Office for $1.50
date, we also request other in¬ in advance and $2.00 at the door. A
formation which is very valuable local band from Lombard,
“Chuck, ” will be featured.

Astound yo ur friends,
perhaps pick up a few enemies,
and surprise everyone you know

Be the Editor
of a thriving weekly newspaper

THE COURIER
circulation 6,500
Applicant must be a full time student (12 qtr. hrs.) with a GPA
of at least 2.00. Benefits include free tuition and a work grant
of 20 hours per week.

Applications available throu
of Student Activities, K134
ext. 2379 for further details,

2 in the office
the Courier office.

BACKPACKING TRIP
The annual Spring backpacking
field study trip to the Smoky
Mountains is being organized by
Alpha college to leave April 21
Participants will stay for 10 or 1?
days, and the cost of the trip is $70,
which includes transportation,
food, and tents. Credit is available
in biology, journalism, physical
education, English, sociology, and
photography.

PIER ATTRACTION
The singing duo of Daniel and
Renee will be appearing at the Pier
Coffee House on April 8 and 9 at
8:30 p.m. The Pier is located in the
Marian joy Rehabilitation Center
Grounds on Roosevelt Road h1
Wheaton.
Daniel is Dan Lassiter, former
CD student whose show specializes
in folk rock.
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Rainy weather didn’t help -

What a bummer for opening day of spring quarter!

Heavy rain on Monday turned the first day of the spring
quarter into something less than a pleasant experience.
This sea of mud, above, was created on the northeast side
of A Bldg. Many cars, such as the one below, were
bogged down in the soft ground at the edges of the
parking lots, and a few even had to be towed away.

But the second day of the quarter things looked better. The sun was out
and the motorcycle gangs parked their bikes without the usual hassle that
drivers of cars had. Below, you are looking at the first photograph ever
taken of the second and third floors of A Bldg, lighted.

«• fr"—rW-**

*'

Photos by Scott Salter

chZo, founds.
angry. Police tagged 184 cars for illegal parking on Mond y.

*

Third floor lounges in A Bldg, still lack the necessary
furniture. Here’s how one of them looked Tuesday.
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PR is his profession
but sports is his forte
By Jim Elliott
Some people might consider Tom
Lamonica hyperactive because he
is always running around, com¬
pletely filling his days with work
and activities and then wishing
there were more hours in the day to
accomplish something else.
Tom is technically a College
Relations assistant here, but since
sports is Tom’s forte, he is con¬
sidered by many to be the sports
editor of the College Relations
Department. What he actually
does is filter all C/D’s athletic
happenings (from football to
tennis) out to the local papers as
sports releases from the college.
“It’s probably bad that I’m
working here at DuPage as my
first professional job because the
people here in college relations are
tops. That extends to the college as
a whole. All the people I work with
in the future will be hard pressed to
top C/ D. I’ll always look back at
working here like winning the
world championship in a sport.
Once you’ve won, you wonder what
else there could be?” said Tom.
At 24, Tom lives only a few
minutes off campus in Wheaton
with his wife Claire who teaches at
lenbard West High School. Tom

to 6eu/A#
_2T cui^s,

cio/K&'ffe'
z,

■U/avct 15ao.
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met Claire in college at the
University of Missouri. They have
been married for about two years.
“With both of us involved in the
schools we work at, I would con¬
sider us to be a very education
oriented family,” he added.
Tom’s start in journalism began
in seventh grade at Sacred Heart
Elementary School where he was
in charge of circulation for the
school newspaper. This brought
him to the job as sports editor his
junior year at Benet Academy. The
University of Missouri was Tom’s
next
endeavor,
where
he
graduated in 1975 with a jour¬
nalism degree.
“At Missouri I not only gained
knowledge in journalism but also
in the field of advertising and
public relations. While I was at
Missouri I began to look at
reporters. They had a certain type
of aggressiveness that I didn’t
perceive I had. I wanted to be more
personal and people oriented.
Anyway, newspapers are closing
up all over and P.R. is a growing
field,”he added.
“People say public relations
people are just salesmen, but I
don’t think anyone can say you
have to sell education. ”
While finishing his master’s
degree Tom is also teaching his
second quarter of Mass Communications at DuPage during the
evening.
“I want people to be more aware
of what the media is doing for, and
to them. When I first started
teaching I was worried but Courier
adviser, Gordon Richmond helped
me a great deal.”
Tom feels the college relations

Exchange student
‘clogs’ for Alpha

TOM LAMONICA
department and the Courier have a
“feeling of mutual assistance for
the betterment of the college.”
Tom would like to remain in
public relations within the
framework of education. He also
plans to continue teaching.
“I detest boredom, and there is
certainly nothing boring about this
college. In college relations at
DuPage all the people feel they
want to spend more hours working
for the college than there are hours
in the day,” he said. Lamonica
lives with this philosophy:
“No matter what job I’m in¬
volved in through my life I’ll
always remember something my
father-in-law told me. He said,
‘Look at the big picture, what is the
goal of the institution that you are
working for.’ I use this philosophy
in every day life, and I feel that at
DuPage we are working for
education and service to the
community, and I’m proud to be a
part of it.”

Six candidates on April 9
Board of Trustees ballot

AtopMehow.
For freedom like this,
especially during your
menstrual penod, trust
your protection to
Tampax tampons More
women use them than all
other tampons combined
The slim, smooth,
prelubncated containerapplicator makes
Tampax tampons
comfortable to insert.
Removal is no problem,
either The withdrawal
cord is chain stitched the
entire length of the tampon
and can't pull off

'Tne,

Six candidates will appear on the
ballot in the April 9 Board of
Trustees election.
Community
College District 502 citizens will
elect three members to serve
three-year terms.
Dr. Ronald Miller of Hinsdale
will be at the top of the ballot,
Miller has served one term on the
board and has been board chairman for two years. He is an
associate
professor
of
management at University of
Illinois at Chicago Circle, as well
as a union-management relations
consultant and arbitrator. Miller
has been endorsed for reelection by
the College of DuPage Caucus.
Next on the ballot is another
incumbent, Evelyn Zerfoss of
Elmhurst. Zerfoss, an instructor of
psychology at Elmhurst College,
has served one term as trusteee.
She has been endorsed for
reelection by the College of
DuPage Caucus.
■
Anthony Michael Berardi of
Downers Grove is the third name
on the ballot. He is an attorney at
law in private practice and has

been endorsed by the College of
DuPage Caucus. Berardi, 35, is a
graduate of John Marshall Law
School in Chicago,
In the fourth position on the
ballot is Robert E. McLaughlin of
Elmhurst. McLaughlin is a
psychologist who works in Bensenville School District 100.
Gary Elmen of Bloomingdale is
in the fifth position on the ballot,
The final spot on the ballot is
filled by incumbent EugunexC.
Bailey. A member of the College of
DuPage Board of Trustees since
1970, Bailey is a vice president of
John Dolio & Associates, consuiting engineers. He lives in
LaGrange. 1
All registered voters of DuPage
County high school districts, plus
Lyons Township High School
District in Cook County, are
eligible to vote in this special
election.
The polls will be open from 10
am. to 7 p.m., Saturday, April 9.
For more information about the
Board of Trustees election, call the
College Relations office, 858-2800,
extension 2373.

Foreign Car Parts
Wholesale Prices
Imported Car Parts-Huntin-gton Plaza
25W027 Maple Ave.-Naperville 355-981.0

^pec&JL'
«»•

CHALET LOFT
food and drink spa

-'Me,!
The internal proteetfoa more woman trust

TAMPAX*
MAC* OMIT ST TAMPAX INCOflPORATCO FALMCR. MASS

Luncheon -11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Happy Hour - 3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
l^tnncr - 5 p.m.-10 p..n.
THE EERY REST /.V EDIBLES/ DRLYKABLES/EXrERTAIXMEXT
imp s. wots twMitea«r—»en»rei. w.t wm-Lpor

246-6800■

By Leslie Schuster
A former member of the
Appalachian String Band from
North Carolina will be a student at
CD for spring quarter.
Diana Young, 19, is an exchange
student from Warren Wilson
College in Swannanoa, N.C. She is
with Alpha College and studying
environmental education.
The Appalachian String Band is
her college band and she played
the auto , harp and recorder with
them for one year.
Diana also sings ballads and is
learning to play the fiddle.
She gave a demonstration of
clogging, a traditional dance that
is done along with mountain music.
She said it started out as buck
dancing by old men, but now there

are clogging teams, involving
smooth step and regular clogging.
Smooth step clogging looks
something like a waltz, involving
long graceful steps. Regular
clogging has many intricate steps
with a lot of foot shuffling.
diana said her small college of
500 students has about 30 per cent
foreign students. They have a
traveling troupe that travels
around the country every spring.
She traveled with this troupe once
and sang ballads and played the
recorder.
On April 15 Diana will be going to
the Lake Geneva Environmental
Center. From there she will go to
Minnesota, where she grew up, to
visit her family and then return to
North Carolina.

U.S. recruiters to explain
military career opportunities
Representatives from the United
States Military will be on campus
Tuesday, April 19, between 9 a.m.
and 2 p.m. The representatives
from the Army, Air Force, Navy,
and Marine Corps will be located in
the northeast corner of the Campus
Center to discuss military career
opportunities with interested
students.
They will also be prepared to
answer questions concerning
warrant officer flight programs,
ROTC programs, officer candidate
school (OCS), educational op¬
portunities, and the service
academies. No appointments are
necessary to have your questions
answered,
The
Military
Representatives are located at 200
West Front St., Wheaton, for those
students not available on April 19.
The list of other college ad¬
missions
representatives
and
times they will be in the Campus
Center follows:
April 4
McKendree College, 10 a.m.-12
noon.
Judson College, 10 a.m.-l p.m.
Kendall College, 10a.m.-12noon.
April*
Sangamon State U., 9:30 a.m.-2
p.m.
Rosary College, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Northwestern
U.,
evening
division, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

April li
Monmouth College, 9 a.m.-ll
a.m.
April 13
U of IL—Circle, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Northwestern U., 10 a.m.-l p.m.
Eastern IL U., 9:30 a .m.-l p .m.
April 18
IL Institute of Tech., 10 a.m.-12
noon.
Lakeland College, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lewis University, 10a.m.-2p.m.
April 20
George Williams College, 10
a.m.-l p.m.
Loras College, 10:30 a.m.-l p.m.
Representatives from business
and industry will be visiting the
campus on dates listed below.
Students wanting to talk with these
representatives must sign up for
an appointment in J123. If no ap¬
pointments are scheduled, the
representative does not come to
the campus.
April 5
American Food Systems, food
service.
April 12
General Telephone & Elec¬
tronics, electronic technology.
April 13
Western Electric, electronic
technology.
April 14
Western
Electric,
data
processing.

72 Honda CB 500, low mileage, House for sale, Wheaton-Briarcliff,
excellent condition, $800, evenings by owner, within walking distance
- 739-7639.
of COD. 3-bedroom raised ranch, 2
----baths, fully carpeted, drapes,
For sale: 1975 Yamaha 350. Less finished
family
room
with
than 1,500 miles. Loaded with fireplace, central humidifier, 2-car
accessories. $750 or best offer, garage with opener, landscaped
Call 969-5824, after 4 p.m. Ask for yard with patio and wooden deck.
Kevin.
Call 668-3094.
1976 Vega GT, silver with black “uos.
Government
Surplus
custom interior, sun roof, tinted Directory”. How and where to buy
glass,
5-speed
transmission, thousands of articles at a fraction
stereo, excellent condition, still of original cost Including: jeeps,
under warranty. Must sell. $3,550. motorcycles, scooters, aircraft,
Call between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 boats,
musical Instruments,
p.m., 368-2221. After 6 p.m., call calculators, typewriters, clothing,
665-5697 or 562-3621.
etc. Send $1.50, Markscolor Labs,
- Box 570, Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542.
Female help wanted, part-time —--afternoons, some shorthand and For sale:’69 Ford mini van, rebuilt
typing, Wheaton office, salary motor,
rebuilt
3-speed
tranopen. Call days, 665-2320.
smlssion, swivel seats, AM-FM
___ 'sdio with speakers. Trailer hitch.
Old wooden orange crates, $4 or $2,000 firm. 852-6092after4 p.m.
best offer. 323-3529.
-—__ For sale: 2 VW 71 buses, one 7Wanted: Singer for progressive passenger, one 9-passenger. Both
rock band. Must be serious and have rebuilt engines, radios, rear
have good range. Auditions held window defoggers. Good running
nightly. Call Bill, 469-6168 after 5 condition. $1,700 each. 852-6092
p.m. or Gregg, 469-2893.
after4p.m.
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Police ruffle

M

a few feathers
Campus police literally had “a
bird in the hand" last week when
an officer was called upon to
escort a stray bird out of the
registration office.
Animal rescue may not qualify
as part of a normal day's work
for the CD security force but it
may have been a welcome relief
from the usual traffic accidents,
damage reports and petty thefts.

Full selection of
war games.

LYLE’S HOBBY
Audition dates
Auditions will be held April 4 and
5 for the final CD Performing Arts
production of the year, “The
National Health (Or Nurse Nor¬
ton’s Affair)”.

A demonstration of aikido, the Japanese martial art based on harmony, love and
non-resistance, was offered Tuesday on campus. Above, students of Akira Tohei, a
seventh degree black belt sensei, show some of the intricacies of the art. Tohei,
below, in position over the body of one of his students, is the highest ranking
instructor of aikido in the United States. The demonstration was sponsored by
Alpha college. —Photos by Maureen Murrin.

SIU honors
six from CD
Six former College of DuPage
students will be among those
honored for high scholastic
achievement at Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, Sunday,
April 3.
Recognized in the Honors Day
programs will be Joan M. Couch,
who attended College of DuPage
from 1974 to 1976, Lauren M.
Gregersen, 1973-74, and Daniel L.
Simms, 1973-75, all of Downers
Grove; Mary Golden, 1974-76,
Wheaton; John J. Stewack, 1972-74,
Darien; and David W. Unander,
1973-75, Western Springs.

Lemme appointed
new Omega dean

Student Assistance Center
offers help in A Bldg. Maze
By Chuck Cenkner

In case you’re still lost in the
lallways of A Building, there is a
Student Assistance Center in 2018,
Sigma Lounge, which is open 8
<m.-9 p.m. Monday-Thursday, 8
i.m.-5 p.m. on Friday and 8 a.m.-12
loon on Saturday.
The Center is staffed by peer
lelpers who have been trained in
lutting through red tape to help
inyone who is lost in the
bureaucratic maze, or in the halls,
or anyone who has a problem they
would like to talk about.
; This is the second year that the
peer helpers have been operating
it CD. The people helpers, as they
like to be called, are working also
fith the counselers at the
Extension college outreach cen¬
ters in Western Springs and
Owners Grove as well as in the
nformation office in K Building.
L At these offices the people
‘elpers solve problems for people
onceming registration and in¬
ductors.

Jim Godshalk, director of
counseling and testing services,
and the originator of the peer
helpers, is very excited about the
expansion of the group. They had
started out two years ago working
with the small college counselors.
It is a little difficult to find the
Center right now but Lucile
Freidli, director of the Student
Assistance Center, is looking
forward to some better ad¬
vertisement with signs to point out
where the center is and what it’s
for.
Ms. Friedli said, “A Building has
needed a center like this for a long
time. Students have been ignored
too much here and the Assistance
Center is the first step in the right
direction.”
Bake Sale

The Food Lodging Education
Association will sponsor a bake
sale April 4 from 9 to 11 a.m. at the
Campus Center and at the Sigma
Lounge A2072in Building A.

Ron Lemme, administrative
assistant to Dr. Rodney Berg,
college president, will serve as
acting dean of Omega College for
the remainder of the academic
year. His appointment was ef¬
fective March 22.
Carter Carroll, the former dean
of Omega, has returned to full¬
time teaching responsibilities of
Psi College.
Lemme said his two major
responsibilities will involve
scheduling and budget for the
1977-78 school year. Though
Omega is slowly being phased
out, both these duties are
necessary and will transfer with

Anyone may try out for this
British satire which has never been
put on in this area. Simply come to
room M-128 at 2 p.m. or 7 p.m. on
Monday or Tuesday.
An extremely large cast is
needed for the show, including a
black woman to play the lead.
Director Craig Berger expressed
apprehension over the fact that a
black woman is needed, as none
have come out for any plays all
year, and the part cannot be played
by anyone else.

SKI CLUB ENCORE

Craft Center
38 N. Cass Ave.
Westmont, III.
852-8085
“GREASE” IS BACK!

'3 WEEKS ONLY!
Opens Tues., APRIL 5
thru Sun., APRIL 24
1st week Tues 8 00.
Wed 7 00 & 8 00. Thus 8 00.
Fri 7:00 & 10 00,
Sat 2:00 8 8 00
No oe<ioonance £ asiw Siwiflay Apm to

The Ski Club will be having a
meeting - party - on April 2,
Saturday night at Denise Hat¬
field’s. Anyone who is in the
Ski Club, has participated
with the group at Boyne
Mountain, or is just plain
interested in joining, is wel¬
come. We will be planning
ideas for next year and organ¬
izing a "Warm Weather” sport
to try as a group. For direc¬
tions to the meeting, contact
room J123.

2nd 6 3rd week Tues Fri 8:00
Sat 2 00 & 8:00
Sun 3 00 & 7 00
Tues Thurs 8 00. Sat Matinee
2 00 Sun 3 00 & 7:00 S10 00.
9 00.8.00 7 00.6 00.5 00
Fn & Sat eves S12.00 11 00
10 00.9 00.8.00. 7 00
Tickets On Sale
at the Box Office and
TICKETRON OUTLETS
for informal-on cell

(312) 372-4814

OPERA HOUSE
Wackrr at Matnan •Chwaw* ibmoA 60606

Student Activities Announces:

College of DuPage
Film Festival
April
6

The Mouse That Roared
The Magic Christian

April
13

The Caine Mutiny
The African Queen

April

The 12 Chairs
The Producers

20
April
27

What's Up Tiger Lily?
Casino Royale

May
4

Mister Smith Goes to Washington
American Reel - (From Kennedy to
Nixon's Resignation)

May
11

Bullitt
Le Mans

May
18

The Wild One
On the W aterfront

May
25

Sherlock Holmes Festival
Voice of Terror
Spider Woman

June

1

Stage Coach
Chisum

June
8

Summer of '42
Class of '44

RON LEMME

the teachers as they are in¬
troduced into other clusters.
Carroll’s resignation as dean
was effective at the end of
spring quarter. However, it was
reported, the decision was made
that it was necessary to have
someone from central ad¬
ministration in the position
during the phasing-out period.

and

Films will be shown free at 11:30 a.m. in A1106
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Open lab offers
typing facilities .
The Secretarial Science faculty
will again provide Open Lab for
those “who need to do some
typing.” You need not be enrolled
in a Secretarial Science course to
take advantage of the use of the
typewriters during these hours. On
Mondays and Wednesdays A3-P
will be available from 7:30 a.m. till
11:45 a.m. On Tuesdays and
Thursdays the same room, A3-P
will be available from 10 a.m. till
11:45 a.m. and again in the af¬
ternoon from 12:30till2:15p:m.
Those enrolled in secretarial
science lab courses who feel they
need more practice will find A3-R
open and an instructor available to
help them on Fridays from 8:30
a.m. till 11:30 a.m. and in the af¬
ternoon from 1:00 till 2:30 p.m.
Those enrolled in shorthand
courses will find this same type of
help in A3-P from 8:30 a.m. till
10:00 a.m. on Fridays.

John Wayne, Honorary Crusade Chairman.

Weather slowly
changing color
of A Bldg.
Our A Bldg, is not rusting out
. . it’s simply going through a
beautifying process.
The building’s exterior is
made from Cor-Ten steel, an
alloy which becomes handsome
with age.
When exposed to the at¬
mosphere, the surface weathers
to a rich, dark, earthy color
with a texture that only nature
can impact.
The exact time-weathering
limit on Cor-Ten steel depends
upon the action of the wind, rain
and drying effect of sunlight.
In due time, A Bldg, will turn
into a deep brown beautiful
color.

Alumni offer
scholarship aid
The CD Alumni Association is
offering scholarships confering
tuition for one quarter to qualified
sophomore students.
Applicants must be residents of
the college district, must have
completed at least 45 credit hours,
must have at least a 3.5 grade point
average, must be enrolled in the
college on a full-time basis, and
must have some type of com¬
munity or college involvement.
The recipient will be determined
by a committee of the Alumni
Board of Directors.
The deadline for spring quarter
applications is April 13. Ap¬
plications are available in the
alumni office in the Campus
Center.
For more information, call Pat
Wager, 858-2800, ext. 2263.
BOOKSTORE CLOSED

Many students may have been
disappointed to notice that the
college bookstore was closed
Wednesday.
The bookstore was closed due to
a power failure, thought to be
caused by the bad weather. The
power apparently went off at 5:40
a.m., as this was the time that the
clock was stopped at when the
workers came in.
If the power is fixed, the
oookstore should resume operation
at its regular schedule Thursday
morning.
Please support our
advertisers!

Maybe well
core cancer
without your help
but don’t bet
your life on it.
The way it stands today, one American out of four will
someday have cancer. That means it will strike some member in
two out of three American families.
To change those statistics we have to bring the promise of
research to everyday reality. And to expand our detection program
and techniques. And that takes money. Lots of money. Money we
won't have —unless you help us.
The American Cancer Society will never give up the fight.
Maybe we’ll find the answers even without your help. But don’t
bet your life on it.
We want to cure cancer in your lifetime.

American Cancer Society

They are supporting
your paper!

This space contributed by the Courier as a public service.
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With a B.A. at 18

Wilkes teaches innovative English

DONA WILKES

Friday films
begin April 1
Student Activities and Omega
College are sponsoring a “Friday
Films” series beginning April 1.
The movies will be shown each
Friday in A1106 at 1 p.m. and 8
p.m. Admission is free. The films
to be shown are:
April 1. Easy Street (Charlie
Chaplin short),
The Wild Bunch

April 8. Big Business (Laurel and
Hardy short),
Romeo and Juliet.

April 15. Cops (Chaplin),
Modern Times.

April 22. Two Tars (Laurel and
Hardy),
Marie Antoinette.

April 29. Total Glass of Beer
( W.C. Fields short),
Up the River.

May 6. Viva Zapata.
May 13. Flying Down to Rio.
May 20. The Painted Veil.
May 27. On the Town.
June3. Forbidden Planet.

Engineering
winners named

By Tony Valdes
How would you like to enter the University of Chicago at the ripe age
of 15? How about graduating from the university three years later at
18 with a B.A. in Liberal Arts?
Dona Wilkes, currently with Alpha College teaching mostly English
classes, did that.
While still a sophomore in high school, Dona decided to accompany a
friend on her college entrance exam. She wanted to see what a college
exam was like. The results: she found that under the Hutchins plan she
was accepted at the University of Chicago.
By the time she got out of the university at 21, she had her M.A. in
English. This is what she says decided her fate. She had planned on
working with some kind of publication, perhaps doing some writing.
But what can one do when you need money and you have an M.A. in
English?
Dona soon found herself employed as a teacher at Wheaton Central
High School where she says, “I was disciplining the troops more than I
was teaching.” One of her assignments was to guard the last period
cafeteria group. Who else would be in the group but 150 football
players?
After three years, Dona decided to change jobs. This time it was at
Riverside Brookfield High School and the classes were a little dif¬
ferent. She taught creative writing and had students publish for the
school paper. Suddenly she found students began to open up more.
Since they weren’t just writing assignments but reports which in¬
terested them, they seemed to like English. Dona found she liked it
too.
She left that school to teach college students.
Her new assignment found her at Northern Illinois University
teaching Freshman English. She found this to be her first living away
from home experience and thus could really relate to the students and
the problems they faced.
Finally however the day came when her three years were up (the
normal teaching career at Northern for teacher aides and new
teachers), and she was faced with the decision of staying on and
finishing her doctorate and publishing, or leaving.
Dona chose the latter and found a new job at Morton Community
College. Here she found none of the pressures from the heads that face
the four year college and university teacher.
Once again she found her new job to be better than all her previous
ones. For the first time she was teaching adult students, and she
furthermore found the community college students even better to
work with.
Time passed quickly, and soon three years were up. About this time,
Dona began to hear rumors of a new community college. A friend had
applied and so she got the phone number and decided to give it a try.
One thing led to another and soon they “gave me an offer I couldn’t
refuse.”
She hoped she would finally be able to break from her traditional
teaching assignments and try some new innovative approaches to
teaching at College of DuPage. The chance came two years later when
the English Department decided to seek new ways of teaching Fresh¬
man English. The result of the two year study was a system of six
different tracks which the student could choose from.
One of these tracks was a film option which Dona developed and
later, aided by the other teachers, was able to execute. She had no
experience in it, but found it exciting and different.
Since that year, Dona has traveled all over the country discussing
the program. The community college branch of Oregon asked her to
lecture to their teachers on the program to help them develop one of
their own. A friend in Arizona sought her help in establishing a very
successful program for an Indian school on a reservation.
Since then she has also developed other courses such as the
American Heritage. Rather than learn from a textbook, students visit
historical sites, museums, and even cook breakfasts and dinners in
colonial style for the Alpha community.
Another class went to Chicago in lieu of class meetings to visit ethnic
neighborhoods and talk with the residents.
This spring she will offer a Snake River trip in which students —
from 15 to 20 women—will have an open lab in which to study the local
Indian lifestyle, biology, botany, and even photography.
Dona says, “I’ve loved being flexible in Alpha. I think it’s great to do
things on the spur of the moment while a group is in the mood. I could
say let’s go to the city to do this or that, and together we’ll leave to
study on the spot.
“Chicago is an infinite source of knowledge and one we should use. I
feel suburban people should become better aware of the city.”

The Engineering Club has an¬
nounced the winners of its creative
design competition for the winter
quarter, according to Larry Lee,
chairman of the student judging
panel.
First prize of $25 each went to A1
Breeze, John Snyder and Larry
Thomas for their study of a dome
enclosure for “A” Bldg, center
court.
Second place was a tie between
Steve Cronenberg, an evening
student, with a “multipurpose
recreation equipment carrier,”
and a team of Mark Damm, Jim
Horton and Ron Patten on an
alarm clock for deaf people. Each
will receive checks for $15.
Tiird prize of $10 was won by
sophomore Mark Erwin with a
study of the Taylor Avenue tunnel
in Glen Ellyn.
Five additional projects won
honorable mention, including a
motocycle de-icer and de-fogger, a
snowmobile road-crossing device,
and a fish locator mounting
bracket.
The winning projects and a
listing of the awards will be
featured in a display cabinet near
Barbershop music lives!
Room A1013 for the next few days.
At least it does in the life of
The club’s next meeting will be Bemie Voegtle, whose daughter,
at 10 a.m. Friday, April 8, in A1017. Mary, is a student at CD and an
employee in the Project Discover
office here on campus.
LEGAL SECRETARIES
The DuPage County Legal
Secretaries Association is spon¬
Bemie is a member of the Sound
soring a seminar on law office Reunion, a barbershop quartet that
opportunities at the College of makes up a small part of the
DuPage on Saturday, April 9, at 9 membership of the Music Men of
a.m.
Westtowns, which meets in
To register please call Doris Lombard.
LeVine, legal shorthand instructor
here, at 858-2800, x 2122.
Hie group is part of the Society
There will be a registration fee of for the Preservation and
$1 to cover the costs of materials Encouragement of Barba1 Shop
Quartet Singing in Amaica, and
distributed.

Carolan Rosenkranz of the LRC takes a closer look at
one of Maria Brama’s collection of Ukrainian Easter Eggs,
now on display at the college's Learning Resources
Center.

Ukraine Easter eggs
to be shown in LRC
Maria Brama has lived in four
countries since leaving her native
Ukraine, but each Easter season
she brings some of her homeland to
many through her artistic talents.
Brama makes Easter eggs that
nobody wants to eat. With dye,
beeswax, a special pen and her
knowledge of intricate designs, she
decorates eggs with geometric and
floral designs for display.
REMODEL ENTRYWAYS?

Approval was granted at a
recent Board of Trustees session
for the remodeling of the entryways connecting the J, K and L
buildings.
A formal vote concerning the
remodeling, which will cost ap¬
proximately $200,000, will be taken
at the Board’s April 13 meeting.
The money for the project could be
obtained from the site and con¬
struction funds.

ESSAY WINNERS

Mary Bamrick won first place
for her essay, “Disillusioned
Children of Affluence,” in the BeA-Thinker Club essay contest.
Other winners included Patty
Denando, second, David Bom,
third, and Diana Van Zeelt, fourth.
The awards were presented at a
dinner held at the Knights Table
Restaurant.

The LRC will have her work on
display for inspection and sale
until Easter. The eggs have dif¬
ferent floral and geometric
designs, and were made one at a
time by Brama.
The art is called “pysany,”
which comes from the Ukrainian
word “to write.” It is a 2,000-yearold practice begun by peasant
people for renewal, fertility and
healing. Originally, the eggs were
syinbolic of spring, and the
Ukrainians decorated them with
symbols of the sun, plants and
animal life.
Christianity came to the Ukraine
in 988 A.D. and the new converts
retained the time-honored custom,
replacing pagan symbols with
signs of their Christian belief.
Brama uses a special pen to dip
hot beeswax and uses the wax to
draw the design. Then, the eggs
are dipped in the appropriate color
dye, which adheres to the design.
Further designs are added, with
the eggs dipped in other colors,
from lightest to darkest. Between
each dipping, the eggs must be
allowed to dry, so they retain the
colors already dipped.
“I believe everyone can do
something creative if they want,”
Brama said. “It takes an hour and
a half to two hours for an egg to be
made, and I enjoy it. It is not too
tedious, especially for something
that can look so beautiful. ’ ’

Barbershop quartet society

puts new life into old songs
plays to audiences of every age and
intaest.
The Music Men membaship
includes men of all ages, from 1870, according to Voegtle, and the
competition between quartets is
intense. However, once the singing
is over, competitors will often
come up with suggestions for
improvement.
“We are always looking for new
members,” Voegtle said. “Guests
are welcome at our meetings every
Monday evening and are invited to
audition.” The meetings are held
at the Lombard Commons, Gray
St. & St. Charles Rd., Lombard at 8
p.m.

Deadline for submissions
changed to April 16, 1977.
New time for meeting Tuesday, 2:30 p.m., Courier Barn.
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Track team triumphs
at state; then slips
up at Nationals
By Jolene Westendorf

The state meet must have been a cinch
for the men’s indoor track team two weeks
ago. DuPage took second place with 82%
points, only behind the state champs
Lincolnland.
Triple jump, high jump, and the mile
relay team were DuPage’s strong points.
Mark Malek set a new state record and
captured first place in the triple jump with
47’ 3y4”. Jim Chirbas also broke the triple
jump record with 46’7”. He took second
place in that event. Ron Utz also placed in
the triple jump. He took sixth place with
41’ 7y4”.
In the high jump, Chirbas matched the
old state record of 6’8”, and took first in
that event. Chirbas also went on to com¬
pete in National events where he made it
into the finals for the high jump, but did
not place.
The mile relay team also took first at
state and went on to the Nationals. The
team, consisting of Mark Malek, Ken
Mauer, Avery Pleasant, and Lyle
Benedetto, ran their best time ever at
Nationals, but did not get into the finals.
“If Chirbas and Malek would have
competed like they did at the state meet,
they would have placed at Nationals,”
commented coach Ron Ottoson.
DuPage took several thirds at the state

meet. The two-mile relay team of Jim
Towle, Bob Marshall, Paul Wilhite, and
Bob Berendt, took third with 8:16.7. The
440 came easy to Pleasant as he took third
with 51.8.
Towle, Berendt, Wilhite, and Les Orlow
combined their talents to take third in the
distance medley. Their time was 10:47.09.
Benedetto also took a third place in the 300
with 32.6.
Don Imhof captured fourth place in the
two mile event with 9:41.9. Utz jumped 20’
8%” to take fourth in the long jump.
Fifth and sixth places in the pole vault
were taken by more of DuPage’s men.
Howard Hammer and Mauer vaulted 13’0”
for the honors. Mauer also took fifth place
with 8.0 in the 60 hurdles.
Berendt and Orlow also took fourth and
fifth places in the 880. Berendt with a time
of 2:00.9, and Orlow with a time of 2:01.0.
Benedetto and Malek captured fifth and
sixth place in the 600 yard dash with times
of 1:15.8 and 1:17.6. Kirby Michaelson
captured more points by placing sixth in
the 60 with a score of 6.5.
“We went into the meet thinking we
could scratch it off, but I was still proud of
their performances,” said coach Ottoson.
Last year the indoor track team took
fourth place in state competition. They
placed second in outdoor competition.

Baseball players battle
it out for starting spots
Games will start as soon as the baseball
fields are dry, while coach John Persons is
still making up his mind who will play
what positions.
So far, only three positions have been
decided. Freshman Bob Barron will be
center fielder, and frosh Bill Bolger will be
the catcher. Mike Johnson, returning from
last year as third baseman, will play
shortstop.
There will be five pitchers in rotation
this year. Bob Pacanowski will be the
starting pitcher. Last year he was a utility
player and hit .220. Two left-handed pit¬
chers are also in the rotation; Mark Narup
and Tom Howell, who is having arm
trouble right now.
Steve Schmitt and Bill McDaniel, who
are both freshmen, are right-handed

pitchers, will also be in the rotation.
Keith Nelson will take Greg Dvorak’s
place at first base temporarily, while
Dvorak recovers from an eye injury.
Second base will be decided between
Tom Cleveland and Bob Fultz. Persons has
to choose either Cleveland, who was a
better hitter, or Fultz, who was a better
fielder.
Left field is also up for grabs. It will be
between Bob Kurzka, who is the better
hitter, or, Mike Stukel, who is the better
fielder.
Pete Schmidt and Pat Thomas have to .
fight out the right fielder’s position.
“While we were inside, I thought our
hitting would be a problem. We’ll be better
defensively, and that should show up in our
pitching,” said Coach Persons.

Jim Chirbas, shown here earlier in the season, jumped 6’8” at the
state meet to tie the high jump state record. He went on to Nationals
where he made the finals, but did not place. —Photo by Maureen
Murrin.

Hopefully, the softball
forecast won’t be rain
By Linda Cress

It’s prediction time here at the Courier.
It’s a time to get the spring sports into the
news and set them up for the coming
season. The women of DuPage will do their
part by fielding a 15-player fast-pitch
softball team scheduled to play their first
game at 4 p.m. on Monday, April 4, at
home. This game will be followed by an
outing the next Wednesday against Illinois
Benedictine at IBC.
In order to foresee or predict what a
team is capable of it is usually helpful to
have an understanding of what went on the
year before. With that in mind, understand
this: it rained. No one seems to have any
exact records as to what happened and
when asked to bring out the main points or
events that occurred during the season the
response was always the same. “Last
year? It rained.”
So much for the weather, let’s look at
what CD has going for them. The most
solid thing is probably the fact that they
will have six players returning. They are,
Pam and Pat Blair, Lynn Cimino, Lauri
Condi, Missy Longacre, and Tina
Ostrowski.
Another thing leaning in the favor of
DuPage is called “Confidence in the
Coach.” The team will be led by Linda
Tross who coached the successful women’s
basketball team this past season. With the
record she’s carrying she thus far can only
be considered an asset.

Assorted
Intramuralia

Pitchers Harry Vickers and John McCartney warm up for the day’s
practice. The team’s standing last season was 21-18.
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Spring intramural tournaments will be
stepping off soon, and the deadline for
team rosters is coming up.
Golf tournaments begin April 19 at the
Lombard Park District Golf Course and
will go through May 27. Trophies will be
given to the men and women with the top
scores. Pre-registration is required and
can be done in the intramural office in the
gym.
Softball and co-ed volleyball are also
starting soon. Team rosters for softball
are due April 13, and volleyball rosters
must be in by March 31. Volleyball teams
must consist of six people with at least one
girl.
April 7 is the due date for team rosters
for soccer. Games will begin on April 14 at
2 p.m.
Every Wednesday from 2-3 p.m. is in¬
tramural and recreational swimming at
the Carol Stream Park District Pool.
Swimming will last from March 30 to June
8.
Horseshoe, fencing and tennis tour¬
naments will be held later in May.
Reigstration for all these can be done in
the gym.

One last point which should help is that
CD has an increase in players as com¬
pared to last year. More players, if not too
many, is always a help though it won’t be
on DuPage’s away games as their
exquisite travel arrangements only seat
12.

Rounding out the team, we find four girls
who have played on other CD teams in the
past. They include: Jana Burke, Judy
Lehner, Sue Hudson, and Pam Stahnke. To
make the roster complete, add five new
players — Jane Kress, Karen Fischer,
Juanita Palomo, Barb Dooley and some
unknown sports writer. They are all now
searching for their claim to fame. And you
never know, even with a tough schedule
ahead, all sixteen just may find it, along
with the ducks swimming in the puddles in
center field.

Brigel places 6tli
in gym nationals
Lynn Brigel was the only girl from CD to
qualify for the women’s gymnastic
Nationals, March 26. She qualified to
compete on the uneven bars and the
balance beam. She placed sixth on the
uneven parallel bars with a score of 6.95.
She didn’t place on the beam.
The NJCAA Nationals were held in
Birmingham, Alabama. The host school
won the meet, Jefferson State Community
College. Amarillo took second, and Triton
took third place.

LYNN BRIGEL

